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THE DARLINGTON CELLAR NOW HALL

The Darlington Vineyard was setup by Alfred Waylen who had successfully been 
operating a Vineyard in Guildford for many years. Waylen was the first Western 
Australian born person to become a Doctor returning to England to qualify and on his 
return to WA served in many Government Medical positions over his lifetime. In 1886 
he and Josceline Amherst became business partners in the Darlington Vineyard. 
Together they built the stone cellar to process and store the wine. 

These two men both died within a year of each other, Amherst in 1900 & Waylen in 
1901. The property was then divided in two either side of the railway line. Richard 
Holmes bought the land on the south side which included the main vineyard and 
cellar. Mr Holmes a Grocery Wholesaler, expanded the orchards that had been 
established on this land and continued the vineyard production until his death in 
1913. 

By this time the vineyard production was declining. There was competition from other 
agricultural products, consequently no buyer could be found for the Vineyard. The 
constant change of managers running the Vineyard meant that there was a lack of 
continuity in the production of grapes and wine. This made investment on the 
Vineyard risky especially as threats of the First World War was imminent. When war 
was declared the last Vineyard, Manager enlisted, and a large proportion of the man 
power left for Europe to defend the Mother Country. The only option left was to 
subdivide the property into smaller lots and other larger ones that had productive 
orchards. 

A small influential group of early forward-thinking residents took this opportunity to 
raise capital, purchase some of the lots in the central part of Darlington to provide 
some public open space, which they saw, was lacking. They also purchased the 
block containing the Cellar and Still house, both stone buildings. With fundraising 
and much effort, the residents converted the Cellar into a local hall in 1923. For 
many years the residents raised funds to do the maintenance and alterations to the 
hall. However, after 10 years the initial loan hadn’t been paid off, so they approached 
the local council with a proposition for it manage these costs, which are now vested 
in the Shire of Mundaring  

This small hall successfully filled the needs of the local communities, many social 
groups, but by the early 1960’s the pressure on the small hall became so great an 
extension was built beside the cellar which unfortunately resulted in the removal of 
the Still House, one of Darlington’s early buildings. The need for recreation facilities 
for Darlington’s growing population saw the development of tennis courts, a 
children’s playground and an oval. Later, the wetter parts were filled to make space 
for a Pony Club which later moved to Parkerville and that space became a skate 
park with a Sports Pavilion and venue for Darlington’s Volunteer Fire Brigade. All 



these facilities were achieved on the land initially purchased by those early 
Darlington Residents and many of the current facilities have eventuated from private 
and public funding. 

1909 Photo of the Cellar Postcard- courtesy of Brett Owen Photo Gallery



Darlington Hall Courtesy of Lyn Myles

Darlington Community Recreational facilities Courtesy of Lyn Myles



DARLINGTON STATION RESERVE HISTORY

The extension of the Eastern Railway line through Darlington in the mid 1880’s 
connecting the Hills to Perth and beyond allowed this small community to expand its 
Vineyards, market gardens, orchards, Quarrying and timber industries to supply a 
growing Perth population.

Initially the trains were used to transport goods but as the Darlington population grew 
especially after WW1 then passenger trains allowed people to commute to Perth for 
work. It also meant city people could come to holiday in the hills for the fresh air and 
wildflowers and this resulted in the development of many guest houses. The First 
World War resulted in many returning soldiers bringing back tuberculosis and the 
fresh air in the hills was therapeutic in helping them recover as there were no 
antibiotics until WW2.

The trains ran to Darlington until 1954 when the passenger line was closed in favour 
of buses and private cars that had developed sufficiently to supersede them.

The closed line sat idle and unused until the commonwealth as a Bicentennial 
initiative invested all the disused Railway Reserves to the Shires. Once the Shires 
were able to manage the Reserves a Darlington Group set about landscaping and 
revegetating the land, so it could be used by the local community.

Darlington Station after closure 1964- Courtesy of Ron Mitchell Photo Gallery.



Platform photo- courtesy of Lyn Myles

Community clean-up of Station 1972- Courtesy of R Woldendorp Photo Gallery.



DARLINGTON PRIMARY SCHOOL

Darlington first had a demand for a Primary School in 1912.  To house the initial 
enrolment of 19 students a room was made available in a large private home called 
Leithdale. Less than 18 months later a new school building had been constructed on 
a dedicated site of 4 acres and the teacher and students relocated to the new 
school. It wasn’t long before, in 1916 a second classroom was built and then in 1924 
a third classroom and shelter sheds had been constructed. 

These classrooms were also used for Community meetings and church services 
before the Anglican Church was built in 1924 and the Wine Cellar was sold and 
modified to become a Hall in 1923 for the community to use. The population grew 
when release of several subdivisions occurs with the sale of land in the two large 
Vineyard Estates and the availability of the Eastern Train line for commuters. 

The next population increase came from the Second World War when there was 
again a large influx of people coming to live in Darlington. The Primary School was 
overcrowded so the nearby Congregational Church had to be used as a classroom. 

After the war many people returned to the city and numbers declined but with the 
post war baby boom numbers quickly rose again and in 1956 a fourth classroom was 
added to take the overflow. At this time new migrants from war torn Europe added to 
Darlington’s population adding to the babies born in this post war era. It wasn’t long 
before the 4-room weatherboard Primary School needed a drastic upgrade. 

In 1963 a new extension was started built in concrete and brick. Over the next 
decade a brand new school emerged with classrooms, administration offices, library, 
canteen and undercover area. Added to this was a new Preschool, replacing the 
privately run kindergarten further down the road. To accomplish this massive 
renovation a further 3 properties alongside the school were purchased by the 
Government, doubling the size of the original school area of land. 

The original 3 classrooms were demolished and only the one classroom from those 
early days and the boys shelter shed from the original school site now remains. 



Darlington Classroom 1924 -Courtesy of Robin McCloud Photo Gallery

Remaining classroom and shelter shed 2013- courtesy of Lyn Myles



Darlington primary School 1950- unknown source.

2018 Rebuilt Darlington primary School- courtesy of Lyn Myles



DARLINGTON SHOP/STORE HISTORY

This small shop in Darlington was first built in 1926 by John Warr on one of the 
Darlington’s Vineyard subdivision. It was originally purpose built as a Butcher’s Shop, 
operating as such until the early 1940’s when it was sold to a farming couple as an 
investment. The shop was rented out for accommodation during World War 2 helping 
to overcome some of the shortage of homes in the hills. After the war many migrants 
came to Australia and it was one of these families who, on coming to Darlington, 
leased the shop and ran it as a tearoom called “The Wooden Shoe” from 1953 to 
1957. They supplied assorted cakes and pies and served afternoon tea outside the 
shop. They also operated a service catering to the various social activities run from the 
hall on weekends. 

From 1957 there was a steady stream of owners who ran the shop providing more and 
more services along the grocery and gourmet line that catered for the influx of people 
to Darlington, different foods and the need to provide what the locals wanted. Along 
with this expansion came the extension to larger premises to meet the needs of these 
changes. In 1965 the shop received its defining name “The Pines” which is current 
today. 

Recently, The Pines” has become a place to meet friends share a coffee and indulge 
in, home-made cakes and light lunches, café style to fit in with today’s trends.

Currently the property is for sale, so it remains to be seen whether it will survive to its 
Centenary still operating as the local cafe or be used for some alternate purpose as 
has occurred in the past. 



1930- The Pines- unknown Source



1950s- The Wooden Shoe- Courtesy of Hetty Elliot Photo Gallery

1984- The Pines- Courtesy of Noel Holland



2017- The Pines -courtesy of Lyn Myles

The Darlington History Group

https://www.darlingtonhistorygroup.com/

The website has information on the Darlington area, including its publications, 
photos, oral histories and more.
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